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Porsche Design and Acer Unveil the Porsche Design Acer Book RS 
 
Where High-End Design and Performance Come Together 
 
Stuttgart/Taipei. Porsche Design and Acer have entered a new partnership that fuses Porsche 

Design’s functional design philosophy and engineering mindset with Acer’s technological inno-

vations and deep-rooted knowledge in the global computer segment. Both parties strive to 

deliver unique, state-of-the-art products. The first creation developed in collaboration is a high-

end notebook that combines advanced technologies with purist and minimalist design elements. 

The Porsche Design Acer Book RS with a compact all-metal chassis packs in up to the latest 11th 

Gen Intel® Core™ i7 processor and an NVIDIA® GeForce® MX350 GPU2  while remaining just 1.2 kg 

(2.65 lbs) light. Topping off the chassis is a carbon fiber cover, a distinctive touch derived from 

decades of motorsports designs that value carbon fiber for its lightweight strength and extreme 

performance. Porsche Design Acer Book RS was co-engineered with Intel and includes Intel Evo 

platform verified models1 to meet key experience targets for consistent responsiveness on bat-

tery, instant wake, real-world battery life and fast charge, making it an exceptional laptop for 

getting things done.   

 

“With more than 40 years of experience in the industry, Acer’s proven track record of excellence 

matches our commitment to delivering outstanding products with our partners. We are delighted 

to kick-off this partnership with the new Porsche Design Acer Book RS that embodies the DNA 
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of our brand to the core and sets new standards in performance and design,” says Jan Becker, 

CEO of Porsche Design Group 

 

Jerry Kao, Co-COO of Acer, added: “The fruit of an exciting partnership between Acer and Porsche 

Design, the Porsche Design Acer Book RS, is a perfect blend of style and performance for urban 

mobile professionals. It brings together Acer’s expertise in technology and Porsche Design’s de-

sign prowess, resulting in a refined product that not only has timeless aesthetics, but also 

exceptional performance under the hood.”  

 

“Enabled by intensive co-engineering support and verified to be the best laptops for getting 

things done, Intel Evo platforms raise the bar on what people should expect from their laptop,” 

said Chris Walker, Corporate Vice President and General Manager of Mobile Client Platforms, In-

tel. “Intel Evo verified designs like the new Porsche Design Acer RS powered by 11th Gen Intel 

Core processors with Intel Iris Xe graphics are optimized to deliver the performance, responsive-

ness and real-world battery life for modern work and play.” 

 

Unmistakable, Iconic Design 

Following Porsche Design’s design philosophy of optimizing function, the Porsche Design Acer 

Book RS is a statement in refined computing in which every feature serves a purpose. A 3k carbon 

fiber cover stands out against the device’s diamond-cut CNC-machined chassis, a contrast that 

provides a bold flair of character while also allowing for incredible portability; the entire unit is 
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just 1.25 kg (2.76 lbs) light and 15.99 mm (0.63 in) thin. The two covers are connected by a 

unibody hinge that slightly elevates the keyboard upon opening the notebook, improving cooling 

and creating a more ergonomic typing experience. Backlit keys provide convenient typing, even 

at night, and the glass precision touchpad provides multi-gesture support for a more intuitive 

multitasking experience.  

 

Powerful, Immersive Performance 

Beneath its exterior, the Porsche Design Acer Book RS is equipped with up to the latest 11th Gen 

Intel Core i72 processors with Intel Iris Xe graphics and optional discrete NVIDIA® GeForce® MX350 

GPUs2 and 16 GB of RAM to ensure it is capable of seamlessly cruising through anything that 

comes up in a day’s work. It features a 14-inch FHD IPS3 touchscreen that is covered with a layer 

of Antimicrobial4 Corning® Gorilla® Glass, covers 100% of the sRGB color gamut and is accentu-

ated by ultra-narrow bezels that allow for an immersive 90% screen-to-body ratio. Dual copper 

heat pipes ensure the device remains cool and the impressive battery lasts 17 hours5, while also 

capable of generating 4 hours of usage6 with a 30-minute fast charge in a pinch. Dual-band Intel® 

Wi-Fi 6 (Gig+), a full array of ports (USB-C™, Thunderbolt™ 4 and USB3.2 Gen 2) and smart fea-

tures, such as more secure fingerprint logins via Windows Hello, Modern Standby & Wake on 

Voice further refine the user experience.  
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Custom Designed Accessories 

Compartmentalized and multi-functional by nature, the Porsche Design Acer Travelpack RS 

(mousepad, mouse, carrying pouch and notebook sleeve) is an ideal companion to accompany7 

the Porsche Design Acer Book RS. The travel pouch is made from ECCO® PALERMO XA Leather, 

a durable material that is pleasant to the touch and glistens with a subtle shine. Magnetic clasps 

connect the pouch to a notebook sleeve that has been fashioned from 1680D fabric, is water 

repellant and perfect for protecting the notebook from the scratches and wear-and-tear inherent 

to an on-the-go lifestyle. In the spirit of efficiency, the notebook sleeve’s detachable lid has been 

designed to double as a mousepad.  

 

The Bluetooth and wireless Porsche Design Acer Mouse RS completes the travel pack. Carbon 

fiber is used to reinforce the left-mouse button with character, and is also utilized for the mouse’s 

bottom cover. The strong material ensures the mouse has a long lifespan and also houses a DPI 

switch that enables users to quickly switch between three preset sensitivity levels.   

 

The Porsche Design Acer Book RS will be available end of November in select Porsche Design 
Stores, at specialty retailers, and online under www.porsche-design.com. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.porsche-design.com
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About Porsche Design: 
In 1963, Professor Ferdinand Alexander Porsche created one of the most iconic design objects in contemporary 
history: the Porsche 911. Following his vision to take the principles and myth of Porsche beyond the automotive 
world, he created the exclusive lifestyle brand Porsche Design in 1972.  His philosophy and design language can 
still be seen in all Porsche Design products today. Every Porsche Design product stands for extraordinary precision 
and perfection, boasts a high level of technological innovation and seamlessly combines intelligent functionality 
and puristic design.  Created by Studio F. A. Porsche in Austria, our products are sold worldwide in over 130 Porsche 
Design stores, high-end department stores, exclusive specialist retailers and the official online store 
(www.porsche-design.com). 
 
 
For more information please visit www.porsche-design.com  
 
 

For regular updates on Porsche Design, follow: 
Facebook: www.facebook.com/PorscheDesign  
Instagram: www.instagram.com/PorscheDesign  
Twitter: www.twitter.com/PorscheDesign 
 

 

About Acer: 
Founded in 1976, today Acer is one of the world’s top ICT companies and has a presence in over 160 countries. As 
Acer looks into the future, it is focused on enabling a world where hardware, software and services will fuse with 
one another to open up new possibilities for consumers and businesses alike. From service-oriented technologies 
to the Internet of Things to gaming and virtual reality, Acer’s 7,000+ employees are dedicated to the research, 
design, marketing, sale, and support of products and solutions that break barriers between people and technology. 
Please visit www.acer.com for more information. 
 
©2020 Acer Inc. All rights reserved. Acer and the Acer logo are registered trademarks of Acer Inc. Other trademarks, 
registered trademarks, and/or service marks, indicated or otherwise, are the property of their respective owners. 
Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. All offers subject 
to change without notice or obligation and may not be available through all sales channels. Prices listed are manu-
facturer suggested retail prices and may vary by location. Applicable sales tax extra. 

 

 
 

http://www.porsche-design.com/
https://www.porsche-design.com
http://www.facebook.com/PorscheDesign
http://www.instagram.com/PorscheDesign
http://www.twitter.com/PorscheDesign
https://www.acer.com
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1 Verified, measured and tested against a premium specification and Key Experience Indicators as part of Intel's 

laptop innovation program Project Athena. Testing results as of August 2020, and do not guarantee individual lap-

top performance.  Power and performance vary by use, configuration and other factors.  For more complete 

information about performance and benchmark results, visit Intel.com/Evo. 
2 Specifications may vary depending on model and/or region. All models subject to availability. 
3 All brands and product names mentioned herein include trademarks of their respective companies and are used 

solely to describe or identify the products 
4 Antimicrobial Corning® Gorilla® Glass does not claim to completely protect users or provide any direct or implied 

health-benefit. 
5 Listed battery life is based on testing using video playback. The test clip loops and continues to run, without 

interruption or any other inputs, until the battery is drained. Stated battery life is for comparison purpose only. 

Actual battery life varies by model, configuration, applications, video chip format and features used. A battery's 

maximum capacity decreases with time and use. Battery life test configuration: 11th Gen Intel® Core™ i7, NVIDIA® 

GeForce® MX350, FHD, SSD only, 16GB of LPDDR4X memory. Battery life test condition: LCD brightness 150 nits, 

connected headphones, WLAN off, Bluetooth off and Better Battery Mode on. 
6 “Use” refers to video playback and “charge-time” refers to the laptop being switched off during charging. 
7 Included in the Premium Package or sold separately 
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